Appetitive stimuli such as monetary incentives often improve performance whereas aversive stimuli such as task-irrelevant negative stimuli frequently impair performance. But our understanding of how appetitive and aversive processes simultaneously contribute to brain and behavior is rudimentary. In the current fMRI study, we investigated interactions between reward and threat by investigating the effects of monetary reward on the processing of task-irrelevant threat stimuli during a visual discrimination task. Reward was manipulated by linking fast and accurate responses to foreground stimuli with monetary reward; threat was manipulated by pairing the background context with mild aversive shock. The behavioral results in terms of both accuracy and reaction time revealed that monetary reward eliminated the influence of threat-related stimuli. Paralleling the behavioral results, during trials involving both reward and threat, the imaging data revealed increased engagement of the ventral caudate and anterior mid-cingulate cortex, which were accompanied by increased task-relevant processing in the visual cortex. Overall, our study illustrates how the simultaneous processing of appetitive and aversive information shapes both behavior and brain responses.
Introduction
Both appetitive and aversive processes impact behavior. For example, positive incentives such as monetary reward improve performance across a diverse set of perceptual and cognitive tasks (Engelmann & Pessoa, 2007; Krebs, Boehler, & Woldorff, 2010; Savine, Beck, Edwards, Chiew, & Braver, 2010; Shen & Chun, 2011) . At the same time, task-irrelevant negative stimuli have detrimental effects on performance during related tasks (Dolcos & McCarthy, 2006; Erthal et al., 2005; Hartikainen, Ogawa, & Knight, 2000; Padmala, Bauer, & Pessoa, 2011 ). Yet, the effects of appetitive and aversive processes on brain and behavior have been investigated largely in an independent fashion (but see Amemori and Graybiel (2012) , Choi et al. (in press ), Park, Kahnt, Rieskamp, and Heekeren (2011) and Talmi, Dayan, Kiebel, Frith, and Dolan (2009) ). Hence, our understanding of how appetitive and aversive processes simultaneously contribute to brain and behavior is rudimentary.
Investigating this interaction is important for at least two reasons. First, whereas many brain regions have been traditionally linked to appetitive (Haber & Knutson, 2010; Schultz, Tremblay, & Hollerman, 2000) or aversive (Craig, 2002; LeDoux, 2000) processing, it is increasingly clear that they are engaged during both (Bromberg-Martin, Matsumoto, & Hikosaka, 2010; Mizuhiki, Richmond, & Shidara, 2012; Salamone, 1994; Salzman, Paton, Belova, & Morrison, 2007) . Hence, a deeper understanding of the function of these regions necessitates utilizing paradigms that simultaneously manipulate both dimensions. Second, this type of interaction is not hypothetical; in many real-life contexts, rewards and threats may have to be simultaneously considered during behavior. For example, a chimpanzee may be motivated to consume a juicy piece of fruit, but know that doing so may trigger being badly smacked by a higher-ranking male.
In a recent study (Choi et al., in press), we unraveled extensive competitive interactions between appetitive and aversive processing. The interactions were observed during an anticipatory delay "state", namely, in the absence of an explicit stimulus. In the present study, the goal was to investigate interactions between appetitive and aversive processes during perceptual processing, in part to understand potential interactions. We used a factorial design and investigated the effects of monetary reward on the processing of task-irrelevant threat-related stimuli (Fig. 1) . Participants performed a visual discrimination task involving a set of stimuli (say, houses) initially associated with reward and a set of stimuli (say, buildings) not associated with reward. Visual stimuli (that is, houses or buildings) were overlaid on task-irrelevant colored backgrounds that were previously linked to "threat" or "safe" contexts, respectively.
In a previous study, we showed that motivation is capable of influencing distractor processing by up-regulating attention when reward is at stake informed of the possibility of reward by a cue stimulus that preceded the target phase during which a Stroop-like interference stimulus was displayed. We proposed that, because reward enhanced attention, the influence of task-irrelevant distractors was reduced leading to decreased conflict during incongruent trials. The goal of the present study was to extend our understanding of the interactions between motivation and attention in two ways. First, we wished to test whether reward would counter the effect of a more powerful task-irrelevant stimuli, such as the one used here that had a history of being linked to aversive electrical stimulation. Second, whereas several neuroimaging studies have investigated how reward cues influence perceptual/ cognitive processes, less is known when the impact of reward is reactive in nature -especially in the presence of emotional stimuli. Proactive processes that allow one to prepare thoughts and actions in advance based on expectations regarding the upcoming events would be engaged in the case where reward cues are shown in advance, but reactive processes would be engaged when the possibility of reward is not informed in advance of the task at hand (Kiss, Driver, & Eimer, 2009; Krebs, Boehler, Egner, & Woldorff, 2011; Kristjansson, Sigurjonsdottir, & Driver, 2010) . This is the case of our visual discrimination task (Fig. 1) , during which one of the stimulus categories (house or building) was reward relevant while the other was not. Probing this type of reactive processing (see also Krebs et al. (2011) ) is relevant because minimizing the influence of distracting information may benefit from an advance stimulus cue -and possibly the upregulation of proactive control processes. In all, our goal was to investigate how the simultaneous presence of appetitive and aversive stimuli affect brain and behavior.
Materials and methods

Participants
Twenty-six volunteers (17 males, mean age¼21 years, range¼ 18-29 years, all right-handed) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in this study. Based on self-report, all participants were in good health with no past history of neurological or psychiatric disease. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Maryland, College Park, and all participants provided written informed consent before participating in the study.
Stimuli and behavioral paradigm
The experiment consisted of two phases: instructed fear conditioning phase (6 runs) and the discrimination task phase (6 runs). Participants completed instructed fear and discrimination task runs in alternating fashion starting with the instructed fear conditioning run.
During an instructed fear conditioning run, each trial started with a fixation display for 1000 ms and was followed by a colored (yellow or green) square for 800 ms (Fig. 1A ). Participants were required to passively view these colored squares (no response was required). Each trial ended with a 2-6 s (mean: 3 s) blank display. Before the start of the experiment, participants were explicitly informed that there was a chance of receiving a mild aversive shock when one of the colored squares appeared (for example: yellow [CS+] and green [CS−]; counterbalanced across participants). Shocks (US) occurred in 50% of CS+ trials, but the probability was not informed to participants. The US was 500 ms in duration and was delivered after 300 ms from the onset of the CS+ stimulus and hence co-terminated with it. At the beginning of the first instructed fear conditioning run, to calibrate the intensity of the electric shock, each participant was asked to choose his/her own stimulation level, such that the stimulus would be "highly unpleasant but not painful". At the start of subsequent instructed fear conditioning runs, participants were asked about the unpleasantness of the US and were asked to, if needed, re-calibrate it so that the shock would be still "highly unpleasant but not painful". Shocks were administered with an electrical stimulator (Coulbourn Instruments, PA, USA) on the fourth ("ring") and fifth ("pinky") fingers of the non-dominant left hand. The first instructed fear conditioning run included 40 trials (CS−: 20; CS+: 10; CS+ with US: 10) and the subsequent instructed fear conditioning runs included 20 trials per run (CS−: 10; CS+: 5; CS+ with US: 5). Each instructed fear conditioning run started and ended with a 20 s blank display to provide adequate baseline signal for the fMRI analysis. Participants were told to relax during these blank displays at the start and end of each run.
During a discrimination task run, each trial started with an initial fixation display for 1000 ms and was followed by a picture of a house or building image overlaid on a yellow or green background for 800 ms (Fig. 1B) . These images were chosen because they strongly recruit portions of visual cortex, specifically parahippocampal gyrus (PHG). To make the house/building images more discriminable, we made sure that all building images contained a clear vertical elongation whereas house images lacked this type of asymmetry (example images shown in Fig. 1B) . Finally, each trial ended with a 2-6 s (mean: 3 s) blank display. Before the start of the experiment, participants were explicitly informed that with one of the image categories (for example: house [reward] or building [no-reward]; counterbalanced across participants) they would have the chance of winning extra monetary reward (100% contingency, which was informed to participants) based on fast and accurate performance. Hence, there were four trial types in this phase (Fig. 1B) , allowing us to investigate the interactions between Reward and Threat. Participants were asked to indicate "house" or "building" by pressing the index or middle finger button (counterbalanced across participants). The RT threshold to determine "fast" responses was set at 650 ms based on behavioral pilot data. On each reward trial, participants won $0.25 if they were both accurate and fast. They won $0.00 during error or slow trials. During no-reward trials, participants won $0.00 irrespective of their performance. A visual reward feedback display (2 s duration always followed by 8-s blank display) with cumulative earnings was provided after every 8 trials. Each discrimination task run consisted of 24 trials (6 per trial type), thus providing 36 trials per condition for the entire experiment. Importantly, no shocks were delivered during discrimination task runs and participants were explicitly informed about this. Each discrimination task run also started and ended with a 20 s blank display to provide adequate baseline signal for the fMRI analysis. As before, participants were told to relax during these blank displays at the start and end of each run.
During the initial anatomical scan (see below) participants performed a short reward "familiarization block" so as to experience the reward structure. During this block, participants performed the same discrimination task as described above, except that house/building images were overlaid on a black background; During this phase, each trial started with an initial fixation display for 1000 ms and was followed by one of the two colored squares for 800 ms. Each trial ended with a 2-6 s blank display. Participants passively viewed the colored square in each trial. They were explicitly informed that there was a chance of receiving a mild aversive shock when one of the colored squares appeared. Shocks (US) occurred in 50% of CS+ trials. (B) Visual discrimination task. During this phase, each trial started with an initial fixation display for 1000 ms and was followed by a picture of a house or building image overlaid on a yellow or green background for 800 ms. Each trial ended with a 2-6 s blank display. Before the start of the experiment, participants were explicitly informed that with one of the image categories they would have the chance of winning extra monetary reward. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
additionally, participants received reward feedback after each trial. On average, participants won $22 over the entire experiment.
For the presentation of visual stimuli and recording of participant's responses, Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) was used. Skin conductance response (SCR) data were also collected using the MP-150 system (BIOPAC Systems, Inc., CA, USA) at a sampling rate of 250 Hz by using MRIcompatible electrodes attached to the index and middle fingers of the nondominant left hand. Due to technical problems during data collection, SCR data from the first conditioning run were lost in two participants.
MR data acquisition
MR data were collected using a 3 T Siemens TRIO scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil (without parallel imaging). The scanning session began with a high-resolution MPRAGE anatomical scan (TR¼ 1900 ms, TE ¼2.32 ms, TI¼ 900 ms, 0.9 mm isotropic voxels). Subsequently, for each functional run, BOLD EPI volumes were acquired with a TR of 2500 and TE of 25 ms. Each volume consisted of 44 oblique slices with a thickness of 3 mm and an in-plane resolution of 3 Â 3 mm 2 (192 mm field of view). Slices
were positioned approximately 301 clockwise relative to the plane defined by the line connecting the anterior and posterior commissures, helping to decrease susceptibility artifacts at regions such as the orbitofrontal cortex and amygdala. For the first instructed fear conditioning run, 96 EPI volumes were recorded and during subsequent instructed fear conditioning runs 56 EPI volumes were recorded. In each of the discrimination task runs 72 EPI volumes were recorded.
General fMRI data analysis
Pre-processing was done using tools from the AFNI software package (Cox, 1996 ; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni). The first 3 volumes of each functional run were discarded to account for equilibration effects. The remaining volumes were slice-time corrected using Fourier interpolation, such that all slices were realigned to the first slice to account for timing differences. Six-parameter rigid-body motion correction within and across runs was performed using Fourier interpolation (Cox & Jesmanowicz, 1999) , such that all volumes were spatially registered to the first volume. To normalize the functional data to Talairach space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) , initially, each subject's high-resolution MRPAGE anatomical volume was spatially registered to the so-called TT_N27 template (in Talairach space) using a 12-parameter affine transformation; the same transformation was then applied to the functional data. All volumes were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian filter with a full-width at half maximum of 6 mm (i.e., two times the voxel dimension). Finally, the signal intensity of each voxel was scaled to a mean of 100 (on a per run basis), which allowed the interpretation of the estimated regression coefficients in terms of percent signal change.
Voxelwise analysis
Each participant's fMRI data were analyzed using multiple regression with AFNI (Cox, 1996) . For the instructed fear conditioning runs, there were two main event types in the design matrix: CS− and CS+ trials. CS+ trials with physical shock (US) were modeled separately using an additional regressor of no interest. Constant, linear, and quadratic terms were included for each run separately (as covariates of no interest) to model baseline and drifts of the MR signal. To account for the signal variance related to head motion, six estimated motion parameters were included as nuisance regressors in the model. No assumptions were made about the shape of the hemodynamic response function. Responses were estimated starting from picture onset to 15 s using cubic spline basis functions. This method is closely related to the use of finite impulses ("stick functions"), a commonly employed technique that can be considered the simplest form of basis expansion. Cubic splines allow for a smoother approximation of the underlying responses, instead of the discrete approximation obtained by finite impulses. As an index of response strength, we used the estimated response at 5 s time point after picture onset (as determined via the spline-based estimates) for each main event type.
For the discrimination task runs, there were a total of four main event types in the design matrix: no-reward and reward events, separately for the CS− and CS+ conditions. Both error and reaction time (RT) outlier trials were modeled separately using additional regressors of no interest (pooled over all four conditions). Reward feedback trials were modeled separately using an additional regressor of no interest. As before, constant, linear, and quadratic terms were included for each run separately (as covariates of no interest) to model baseline and drifts of the MR signal, and six estimated motion parameters were included as nuisance regressors in the model. No assumptions were made about the shape of the hemodynamic response function. Responses were estimated starting from picture onset to 15 s using cubic spline basis functions. As an index of response strength, we used the estimated response at 5 s time point after picture onset (as determined via splinebased estimates) for all four main event types.
Group analysis
Whole-brain voxelwise random-effects analyses were restricted to gray-matter voxels based on the FSL automated segmentation tool FMRIB's Automated Segmentation Tool (FAST; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). For the instructed fear conditioning runs, we contrasted CS+ vs. CS− conditions using a paired t test.
The central goal of the voxelwise analysis in the discrimination task was to define regions of interest (see below). However, for the sake of completeness, a voxelwise analysis was also performed and followed the same 2 Reward (reward, no-reward) Â 2 Threat (CS+, CS−) repeated-measures ANOVA employed in the region of interest analysis.
The alpha-level for voxelwise statistical analysis was determined by simulations using the 3dClustSim program of the AFNI toolkit. For these simulations, the smoothness of the data in three directions was estimated using 3dFWHMx on the residual time series of gray-matter voxels in each participant and then averaged across participants (FWHMx ¼8.62 mm; FWHMy¼ 8.33 mm; FWHMz¼ 7.75 mm). Based on a voxel-level uncorrected alpha of 0.001, simulations indicated a minimum cluster extent of 19 voxels for a cluster-level corrected alpha of 0.05.
Region of interest analysis
To enhance statistical power, we focused the discrimination task analysis on a set of regions of interest (ROIs) that were robustly activated by the task. ROIs were defined based on the main effect of Reward or Threat at a cluster-level alpha value of o0.05. Each activation cluster of the main effects themselves was defined as an individual ROI. Based on a priori hypotheses concerning the involvement of the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) in scene processing, the right PHG ROI was selected based on the main effect of Threat at po0.005, uncorrected, and 30-voxel cluster extent. We adopted the selection criterion of main effects to determine ROIs, because it was statistically independent of the central goal of our analysis, that is, to probe the Reward by Threat interactions (see below) (Kriegeskorte, Simmons, Bellgowan, & Baker, 2009; Vul, Harris, Winkielman, & Pashler, 2009) . A representative time series for each ROI was then created by averaging the time series of all the gray matter voxels inside the ROI. Then, for each ROI, as in the whole-brain voxelwise analysis, deconvolution analysis was run on the representative time series data to estimate the hemodynamic response function of four main regressors of interest. Then, for each condition, we took the estimated response at 5 s time point following picture onset as the index of response strength. Our central aim in this study was to assess the interactions between Reward and Threat. As such, for each ROI, response strength indices were submitted to a 2 Reward (reward, no-reward) Â 2 Threat (CS+, CS−) repeated measures ANOVA.
Relationship between brain responses during the discrimination task
We investigated the relationship between brain responses of regions exhibiting significant Reward Â Threat interactions. To do so, for each participant, we first created the fMRI interaction index ([CS+ − CS−] reward − [CS+ − CS−] no-reward ) for each ROI separately. Then, across participants, we investigated this interaction index between each pair of ROIs using robust regression (Wager, Keller, Lacey, & Jonides, 2005) . We employed iterative reweighted least squares (the robustfit function from Matlab, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), given that standard Pearson correlation is sensitive to even a few influential data points (Wilcox, 2005) .
Relationship between brain responses and behavior during the discrimination task
To investigate the potential link between behavior and brain responses in the ROIs exhibiting significant Reward Â Threat interactions, for each ROI, we ran an acrosssubject robust regression analysis between fMRI responses and RT scores. This analysis was done separately for CS+ and CS− conditions using the differential (reward minus no-reward trials) RT scores and corresponding differential fMRI signals.
Behavioral data analysis
For RT analysis, error trials (5.07%) and outlier trials (0.53%) with RT exceeding three standard deviations from the condition-specific mean were excluded. For each participant, mean RT and error rate data were determined as a function of Reward (CS+, CS−) and Threat (reward, no-reward) conditions. Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted on the mean RT and mean error rate data, with those variables as within-subject factors. The alpha-level adopted was .05.
Skin conductance response (SCR) analysis
Each participant's SCR data collected during instructed fear conditioning runs were initially smoothed with a median-filter over 50 samples (200 ms) to reduce scanner-induced noise and resampled at 1 Hz. The pre-processed SCR data were then analyzed using multiple regression in AFNI (Cox, 1996) . For related approaches see Bach, Flandin, Friston, and Pessoa (2012) . As in the imaging data analysis, there were two main event types in the design matrix: CS− and CS+ trials. CS+ trials with shock (US) were modeled separately using an additional regressor of no interest. No assumptions were made about the shape of the SCR function. The average response to each trial type was estimated via deconvolution. Responses were estimated starting from picture onset to 15 s post-onset using cubic spline basis functions (see fMRI analysis above for further discussion). Constant and linear terms were included for each run separately (as covariates of no interest) to model baseline and drifts of the SCR. For each event type, as an index of response strength, we used the mean of the estimated responses at 4 and 5 s post-picture onset (similar time range as used in the imaging data analysis). In order to equalize variance, response-strength indices were transformed by using a logarithm function (log[1+SCR] ). Then, a paired t-test was run to contrast CS+ vs. CS− conditions.
Results
Instructed fear conditioning
To verify the effectiveness of our instructed fear conditioning procedure, we contrasted SCR responses during instructed fear conditioning runs for CS+ and CS− trials using a paired t-test. As shown in Fig. 2A , SCR responses were stronger during the CS+ relative to CS− condition (t 25 ¼2.56, p ¼0.017), indicating that our instructed fear conditioning procedure was successful.
In terms of brain responses, during instructed fear conditioning runs, stronger responses during CS+ relative to CS− trials were observed in the bilateral anterior insula and right inferior frontal gyrus ( Fig. 2B ; Table 1 ), consistent with findings reported in instructed fear conditioning studies (Mechias, Etkin, & Kalisch, 2010) . We note that, although a lack of a conditioning effect in the amygdala is somewhat surprising, it has been observed that not all instructed fear conditioning studies detect a significant effect in the amygdala (Mechias et al., 2010) .
Discrimination task: behavioral results
Mean RT data were evaluated according to a 2 Reward (noreward, reward) Â 2 Threat (CS−, CS+) repeated-measures ANOVA (Fig. 3A) . The main effect of Reward was significant (F 1,25 ¼47.71， po 0.001). Mean RT was faster during the reward (465 ms) compared to the no-reward condition (511 ms), demonstrating the effectiveness of the reward manipulation. The main effect of Threat was marginally significant (F 1,25 ¼3.29， p¼ 0.082), such that RTs during the CS+ condition (490 ms) were numerically slower compared to the CS− condition (486 ms). Critically, the Reward Â -Threat interaction was significant (F 1,25 ¼ 11.18, p ¼0.003), such that the slower RT during CS+ compared to CS− trials during the noreward condition (14 ms) was reduced during the reward condition (−5 ms). Because we observed a main effect of Reward such that the overall RT was faster during the reward condition, it is conceivable that the reduced threat interference during the reward condition could be due to overall faster RTs (faster RTs would leave less "room" for interference). Therefore, we calculated a ratio-based index of threat interference (CS+/CS−) separately for the reward and no-reward conditions. A comparison of the two via a paired t test revealed a significant difference (t(25) ¼3.31, p ¼0.003), supporting the inference of reduced threat interference during the reward condition. This analysis demonstrates that the reduction of threat interference during reward was not simply due to overall faster RTs.
The 2 Reward Â 2 Threat repeated-measures ANOVA on mean error rate data (Fig. 3B ) also revealed a main effect of Reward (F 1,25 ¼8.43, p ¼0.008), such that error rate was smaller during reward (2.9%) compared to no-reward (7.2%). The main effect of Threat was marginally significant (F 1,25 ¼3.42, p ¼0.076). Notably, a significant Reward Â Threat interaction effect was detected (F 1,25 ¼6.95, p ¼0.014). As with the RT data, the increased error rate during CS+ compared to CS− trials during no-reward (3.5%) was significantly reduced during reward (−1.0%).
Discrimination task: fMRI results
To increase statistical power, interactions between Reward and Threat were probed across ROIs that exhibited main effects ( Fig. 4 ; Table 2 ). Consistent with the literature, in the voxelwise analysis, a significant main effect of Reward was observed in several subcortical and cortical regions including bilateral ventral caudate extending into nucleus accumbens, right thalamus, middle frontal gyrus, bilateral anterior insula, and medial prefrontal cortex. In all these regions, responses were stronger during reward compared to no-reward conditions. Significant main effects of Threat were observed in left middle temporal gyrus and left superior temporal gyrus. In these two regions, responses during the CS+ condition were stronger compared to the CS− condition.
The response estimates from these ROIs (including the right PHG ROI that was defined based on the main effect of Threat; see Section 2) were submitted to a 2 Reward (no-reward, reward) Â 2 Threat (CS−, CS+) repeated-measures ANOVA. Significant Reward Â Threat interactions were detected in the right ventral caudate (F 1,25 ¼6.43, p ¼0.018; Fig. 5A ), right anterior midcingulate cortex (F 1,25 ¼ 5.58, p ¼0.026; Fig. 5B ), and right PHG (F 1,25 ¼6.27, p¼ 0.019; Fig. 5C ). In all these three regions, CS+ vs. CS − responses were stronger during reward compared to no-reward. During no-reward trials, participants made more errors with threat distractors relative to safe ones. This difference was eliminated during the reward condition. Error bars denote the standard within-subject error term for interaction effects (Loftus & Masson, 1994) . Put another way, reward vs. no-reward responses were stronger during CS+ compared to CS− condition.
For completeness, we also investigated the Reward Â Threat interactions over the whole brain. In this voxelwise analysis, significant interaction effects were detected in the right middle occipital gyrus only (peak voxel: x ¼32; y¼−79; z¼ 8; F(1, 25) ¼ 36.98).
Relationship between brain regions
The three regions shown in Fig. 5 exhibited significant interaction scores. We reasoned that if they were engaged during the task as a "functional circuit", interaction "scores"
across participants should be positively related between region pairs (for related approaches, see D'Ardenne, McClure, Nystrom, and Cohen (2008) and . A robust regression analysis using fMRI "interaction scores" of ROIs exhibiting significant Reward Â Threat interactions, revealed a significant positive linear relationship between right ventral caudate and right PHG (robust R 2 ¼0.37, p ¼0.004; Fig. 6A ) and between right anterior midcingulate cortex and right PHG (robust R 2 ¼0.27, p¼ 0.009; Fig. 6B ).
Relationship between brain responses and behavior
We further evaluated the link between brain responses in the regions of Fig. 5 and behavior. A robust regression analysis linking brain responses and behavioral data revealed a significant negative linear relationship between differential (reward minus no-reward trials) RT scores during CS+ condition and corresponding differential fMRI signals in right ventral caudate (robust R 2 ¼ 0.41, p ¼0.0004; Fig. 7A ). This suggests that participants with stronger responses during reward (relative to no-reward) trials in the right ventral caudate exhibited faster RT responses. This observed relationship was specific to the CS+ condition, as it was not observed during the CS− condition (robust R 2 ¼0.02, p ¼ 0.508).
Discrimination task: amygdala ROI analysis
In the above analyses, we did not observe significant results in the amygdala. But given the theoretical importance of the amygdala in emotional processing, we conducted an additional ROI analysis to probe the signals in this area. Left and right amygdala ROIs were defined based on anatomy using the Talairach atlas provided with the AFNI package. In each ROI, a representative time series was created by averaging the pre-processed time series from all the gray-matter voxels within the anatomically defined amygdala ROI. Then, for each ROI, as in the whole-brain voxelwise analysis, deconvolution analysis was run on the representative time series data to estimate the hemodynamic response function of four main regressors of interest. As before, for each condition, we used the estimated response at 5 s following picture onset as the index of response strength. A 2 Â 2 repeated-measures ANOVA was then run. The main effect of Threat was marginally significant bilaterally ( Table 3 ), such that responses during CS+ trials were numerically greater compared to CS− trials. Neither a main effect of Reward nor a Reward Â Threat interaction was detected.
Discussion
In this study, we investigated the interactions between reward and threat on brain and behavior during a visual discrimination task. Reward was manipulated in a reactive fashion by linking the task-relevant stimulus categories to reward or no-reward, whereas threat was manipulated using task-irrelevant backgrounds that were previously paired or not paired with aversive electrical stimulation. , and right parahippocampal gyrus (C). The gray area indicates the time point used to index response strength. MCC, mid-cingulate cortex; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus. Error bars denote the standard within-subject error term for interaction effects (Loftus & Masson, 1994) . Behaviorally, an unspecific effect of reward was observed in that RTs were faster during reward vs. no-reward conditions. This general "activation" effect is not surprising. Importantly, however, a reward by threat interaction was present, such that the slowing of RT by irrelevant threat stimuli that was observed during noreward was eliminated during reward. Recently, several studies have reported specific effects of motivation during diverse perceptual and cognitive tasks (Engelmann & Pessoa, 2007; Krebs et al., 2010; Savine et al., 2010; Shen & Chun, 2011) . In a recent fMRI study, we showed that monetary reward cues presented prior to the task phase reduced both interference and facilitation behavioral scores in a response conflict task, suggesting that motivation reduced the influence of task-irrelevant (neutral) words . In another recent behavioral study, the authors manipulated motivation in a reactive fashion by associating a subset of colors in a color-word Stroop task with monetary reward; they reported reduced interference from task-irrelevant (neutral) words when the task-relevant colors were associated with reward (Krebs et al., 2010) . The behavioral results in our current study extend these past investigations by showing that monetary reward manipulated in a reactive fashion reduced the interference of potent task-irrelevant threat stimuli.
In terms of the brain, we observed a main effect of reward in the ventral caudate extending into nucleus accumbens and the midbrain, two brain regions centrally involved in reward-related processing (Delgado, 2007; Haber & Knutson, 2010; Schultz et al., 2000) . In addition to these subcortical sites, cortical areas also exhibited a main effect, including inferior parietal lobule, anterior and mid-cingulate cortices, middle frontal gyrus, and anterior insula. All these cortical regions have been reported to be involved in reward processing (Leon & Shadlen, 1999; Liu, Hairston, Schrier, & Fan, 2011; Mohanty, Gitelman, Small, & Mesulam, 2008; Platt & Glimcher, 1999; Shidara & Richmond, 2002; Shima & Tanji, 1998) . Interestingly, we did not observe the main effect of reward in the frontal eye field, a key node of the dorsal attention network (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002) that is engaged when reward is cued in advance of task execution (Engelmann, Damaraju, Padmala, & Pessoa, 2009; Harsay et al., 2011; Roesch & Olson, 2003) . Both in the present study where reward was manipulated in a reactive fashion, and in previous studies where it was cued in advance, the ventral caudate and midbrain were engaged by reward. We thus propose that these evaluative areas interact with different attentional regions depending on the context in which reward may be attained.
A central objective of this study was to probe interactions between reward and threat processing. These were observed in the right ventral caudate, right anterior mid-cingulate cortex, and right PHG. The right PHG is an area that is strongly recruited by visual stimuli of "scenes" or "places" (Epstein, Harris, Stanley, & Kanwisher, 1999) . Response strength in this area was comparable for all conditions, except for the reward-threat condition, during which responses were increased. If we consider PHG responses as an index of the strength of scene processing, it is possible that, during the reward-threat condition, increased scene-related processing occurred, perhaps allowing participants to reduce the interference from the threat background. In other words, given the potential for reward, participants enhanced task-relevant processing especially when the irrelevant threat background occurred so as to attain the potential reward.
An interaction pattern was also detected in the right ventral caudate and right anterior mid-cingulate cortex. Here, both ventral caudate and anterior mid-cingulate cortex exhibited an interaction pattern such that the largest response was observed during the reward-plus-threat condition. Krebs, Boehler, Roberts, Song, and Woldorff (2012) observed interactions between reward and task difficulty (both signaled by a cue stimulus) in a set of brain regions comprising the midbrain, caudate nucleus, thalamus, and anterior mid-cingulate cortex. The authors suggested that the interaction may have reflected additional "resource recruitment". Although speculative, it is possible that something similar took place in the present task. In other words, during trials involving both reward and threat, additional resources might have been garnered when the task was more demanding due to the distracting nature of the threat-related background.
In the context of the ongoing discussion, it is noteworthy that striatal regions play an important role in the allocation of resources devoted to actions Salamone, Correa, Farrar, Nunes, & Pardo, 2009) . It has been proposed that dopamine-related circuits in the striatum facilitate the reallocation of limited processing capacity toward unexpected events of behavioral significance, including rewarding ones (Redgrave & Gurney, 2006; Redgrave, Prescott, & Gurney, 1999) . Thus, instead of simply providing a "reward signal," striatal activation drives the redistribution of available resources to salient events whose processing is then prioritized (see also Horvitz (2000) and Zink, Pagnoni, Martin-Skurski, Chappelow, and Berns (2004) ). In our data, we suggest that this was manifested not only in the increased responses in the ventral caudate during conditions involving reward (that is, a main effect of reward), but also in the reward by threat interaction pattern. Furthermore, across participants, the strength of the interaction in the ventral caudate was correlated with that of the PHG, consistent with the idea that increased resource recruitment was paralleled by enhanced visual responses to task-relevant scenes during reward-threat trials. The relationship between the responses of ventral caudate and PHG is broadly consistent with findings of earlier studies, where increased functional connectivity between subcortical and cortical regions was observed (Camara, Rodriguez-Fornells, & Münte, 2008; Harsay et al., 2011) . We note, however, that evidence in terms of increased psycho-physiological interactions was not detected in the present study.
To investigate the link between brain and behavior, we evaluated the relationship between differential RT scores (reward Fig. 7 . Brain-behavior relationship during discrimination task. Across participants, a linear relationship was observed between differential reward vs. no-reward RT scores in the CS+ condition and corresponding differential scores in right ventral caudate. minus no-reward trials) and corresponding differential fMRI responses during threat. We observed an inverse linear relationship between RT scores and fMRI responses in the right ventral caudate. Along the lines of the previous paragraph, we tentatively interpret these findings as suggesting that the potential for reward during reward-plus-threat trials increased resource recruitment, thereby leading to faster RTs (and increased likelihood of reward). We observed only a marginally significant main effect of Threat in the amygdala (with no interaction effect). If, in the context of our task, amygdala responses are considered as an index of the strength of emotional processing, these results suggest that the neural processing of threat distractors was not influenced by reward. Instead, reward increased the responses to task-relevant stimuli when faced with threat distractors. This observed pattern of results is different from that of our previous study, where we reported reduced processing of (neutral) distractor words in the left fusiform gyrus during reward conditions . This difference could be due to at least two factors. First, the processing of task-irrelevant aversive or negative stimuli is prioritized during low-demand task conditions (Pessoa, 2005) and hence not strongly influenced by reward. Second, in the current study, reward was manipulated in a reactive fashion, whereas it was manipulated in a proactive fashion in the earlier study.
We recently reported competition during the anticipation of reward and threat at multiple brain sites, including midbrain, striatum, anterior insula, and prefrontal cortex (Choi et al., in press ). In the study, stimulus-independent responses related to anticipation of reward were reduced during threat and stimulusindependent responses related to the anticipation of threat were reduced during reward. The results from the current study extend these neuroimaging findings to conditions involving interactions between appetitive and aversive processes that are stimulus dependent.
In conclusion, using a factorial design, we investigated interactions between the processing of reward and threat. Our behavioral results revealed that the influence of task-irrelevant threat stimuli was eliminated during the processing of reward-associated stimuli. In line with the behavioral findings, the imaging data revealed increased engagement of the ventral caudate and anterior mid-cingulate cortex, which was accompanied by increased task-relevant processing to scenes/places in the PHG during conditions involving both reward and threat. Overall, our study revealed how the simultaneous processing of appetitive and aversive information shapes both behavior and brain responses in ways that are only now being unraveled.
